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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: September 1, 2020—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning.  

The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.5% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed up 

0.9% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite up 0.4%, 

and the Shenzhen Composite up 0.7%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open.   

 

In today’s Comment, we discuss the latest example of renewed U.S.-Russia military tensions, as 

well as recent developments in the race to succeed Japanese Prime Minister Abe.  Today’s 

purchasing managers’ indexes out of China and Europe were generally positive, suggesting 

continued economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic and helping give a lift to risk 

assets.  However, broader virus news was a bit mixed.  We review all the key news below. 

 

United States-Russia:  In the second U.S.-Russia military confrontation of the last week, 

Russian Su-27 fighter jets harassed a U.S. B-52 bomber flying in international airspace over the 

Black Sea on Friday.  The fighters crossed within 100 feet of the bomber’s path and forced it to 

fly through dangerous turbulence (for Department of Defense video of the encounter, click here).  

Last Tuesday, several American troops operating in northeast Syria were injured when a Russian 

military vehicle rammed its own. 

 

Japan:  The ruling Liberal Democratic Party said the election to select a replacement for Prime 

Minister Abe will utilize an emergency ballot procedure that excludes rank-and-file members.  

The new party leader will be chosen only by LDP members of parliament and regional party 

chiefs.  That’s likely to be a disadvantage for Shigeru Ishiba, a former minister of defense and 

regional revitalization, who is popular with the public because of his calls for more income 

equality, but he is unpopular with national party leaders for his past criticisms of Abe.  The 

frontrunner in the election now is probably Abe’s chief cabinet secretary, Yoshihide Suga, an 

experienced and unobjectionable political player with little foreign policy expertise. 

 

Argentina:  The Argentine government announced it has successfully restructured almost all of 

its $65 billion debt with private creditors, potentially ending the country’s ninth sovereign debt 

default.  According to Economy Minister Martin Guzmán, 99% of the country’s creditors have 

accepted the government’s offer, which extends maturities on the debt and lowers interest rate 

payments from an average of 7% to about 3%. 

 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to 25,511,385 worldwide, with 

851,154 deaths and 16,850,044 recoveries.  In the United States, confirmed cases rose to 

6,031,525, with 183,602 deaths and 2,184,825 recoveries.  Here is the interactive chart from the 
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http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-fighter-planes-confronted-u-s-bomber-over-black-sea-11598914876?mod=lead_feature_below_a_pos1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlGNEPnc3U0
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/09/01/national/politics-diplomacy/ldp-to-exclude-rank-and-file/
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https://www.ft.com/content/e3e8b783-9455-46f3-946f-15c31a29778b
https://www.ft.com/content/e3e8b783-9455-46f3-946f-15c31a29778b
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/01/world/coronavirus-covid-19.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=gbr&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=0&values=deaths
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Financial Times that allows you to compare cases and deaths among countries, scaled by 

population. 

 

Virology 

• Newly confirmed U.S. infections totaled less than 34,000 yesterday, reaching their lowest 

level in two months.  However, because of the spike in cases over the last week, the 

seven-day moving average of new cases held largely steady at about 41,550.  Daily 

deaths linked to COVID-19 have fallen gradually to less than 1,000 per day. 

o Australia and South Korea also seem to be getting the upper hand over their 

summer infection spike. 

o India, on the other hand, continues to see its cases spike.  It has now replaced 

Mexico as the country with the third-highest death count. 

o To understand how seriously the epidemic has spread in Latin America, check out 

this story.  On August 22, police raided a nightclub in Lima where young revelers 

were flouting lockdown restrictions.  People rushed for the exit to avoid arrest and 

13 were crushed to death or asphyxiated.  Almost as shocking were the statistics 

the Peruvian interior ministry released the next day: of the 13 dead, 11 had 

COVID-19.  Of the 23 people the police arrested, 15 tested positive. 

• In Hong Kong, the government has launched a Beijing-backed plan to conduct virus tests 

on 5 million of the city’s 7.5 million residents, but pro-democracy activists and 

opposition legislators have called for a boycott of the program. 

o The involvement of mainland Chinese testing companies and Chinese medical 

staff has stoked fears that personal data will be shared with the mainland. 

o Adding to the concerns are credible accounts of widespread DNA collection by 

the Chinese security apparatus in Xinjiang, where millions of Uighurs and other 

Muslims have been detained in re-education camps. 

• As people start returning from their summer holidays, experts worry that weak infection 

control and imperfect contact tracing programs will lead to a new resurgence of 

infections in the coming weeks.  The concerns are centered on Europe, where many 

people have traveled internationally.  EU member states are therefore exploring how to 

better coordinate the identification of COVID-19 hotspots and the management of cross-

border travel as the continent area grapples with a surge in infections. 

• In a survey of 15 major companies collectively employing about 2.6 million people, 57% 

said they decided to postpone their back-to-work plans because of the summer surge in 

COVID-19 cases.  Among the respondents, many of whom had planned to bring their 

employees back to the office after Labor Day, only one firm said the surge of infections 

hadn’t affected its timeline or plans for bringing workers back. 

 

Economic Impact 

• New developments in New York and Chicago highlight the risk that plummeting tax 

revenues and increased costs resulting from the pandemic will force state and local 

governments to slash spending. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/coronavirus-latest-news-09-01-2020-11598946708
https://www.ft.com/content/8ccdabe3-99cf-457b-b236-72bbf8ba9b1a
https://www.ft.com/content/d9c6219c-4022-4f75-bc0c-73153ba6f4b5
https://www.ft.com/content/d9c6219c-4022-4f75-bc0c-73153ba6f4b5
https://www.ft.com/content/86a818bb-a5d7-495c-98c8-6209f019ca71
https://www.ft.com/content/86a818bb-a5d7-495c-98c8-6209f019ca71
https://www.ft.com/content/86a818bb-a5d7-495c-98c8-6209f019ca71
https://www.ft.com/content/989e0a76-058d-46d4-a0ce-876dd5acbfc9
https://www.ft.com/content/989e0a76-058d-46d4-a0ce-876dd5acbfc9
https://www.ft.com/content/989e0a76-058d-46d4-a0ce-876dd5acbfc9
https://www.wsj.com/articles/many-companies-planned-to-reopen-offices-after-labor-day-with-coronavirus-still-around-theyre-rethinking-that-11598175001?mod=business_minor_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/many-companies-planned-to-reopen-offices-after-labor-day-with-coronavirus-still-around-theyre-rethinking-that-11598175001?mod=business_minor_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/many-companies-planned-to-reopen-offices-after-labor-day-with-coronavirus-still-around-theyre-rethinking-that-11598175001?mod=business_minor_pos1
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o In New York, Mayor de Blasio agreed to a union request to postpone 22,000 

municipal job cuts to gain time to explore other alternatives.  De Blasio and union 

leaders have been lobbying the state legislature for the power to borrow as much 

as $5 billion, but with no luck so far. 

o Separately, officials in Chicago projected the municipal budget will face a record 

$1.2 billion budget gap for 2021 on top of the nearly $800 million shortfall 

projected for 2020.  

• Proceedings for the eviction of retail tenants are picking up across the country as the 

economy reopens; courts are reopening and states’ moratoriums on evictions are expiring 

or getting curtailed. 

• If you’re looking for a bright spot in today’s pandemic news, here’s a nice one: several 

major airlines have announced they will permanently scrap their ticket change fees on 

most domestic flights in order to help revive demand for their services. 

 

U.S. Policy Response 

• California’s legislature passed a bill granting renters who are financially affected by the 

pandemic a reprieve from evictions until February 1.  A previous moratorium on 

evictions was set to expire on Wednesday. 

o The bill passed with supermajorities in both houses of the legislature in the final 

hours of its two-year legislative session, and addresses what advocates had said 

was a looming wave of evictions. 

o Governor Newsom, who crafted the compromise with legislative leaders, tenant 

advocates, and landlord groups last week, immediately signed the bill into law. 

 

Financial Market Response 

• Reflecting the mantra of “lower for longer” regarding U.S. interest rates and the prospect 

that mutual EU bonds could make the euro a more viable reserve currency, the U.S. 

dollar continues to weaken.  Early today, the euro rose to within a whisker of $1.20, a 

level the common European currency hasn’t reached since May 2018.  As we’ve been 

arguing, the falling dollar should be particularly bullish for foreign assets and precious 

metals. 

• Along with consumers’ continued caution about venturing out, delayed office and school 

re-openings are weighing on crude oil demand.  As a result, crude prices per barrel 

remain stuck in the low $40s. 

U.S. Economic Releases  

There were no economic releases prior to the publication of this report.  The table below lists the 

economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day.  
 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-postpones-layoffs-for-22-000-workers-11598882972
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-postpones-layoffs-for-22-000-workers-11598882972
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chicago-faces-a-1-2-billion-budget-gap-for-2021-due-to-coronavirus-pandemic-11598912399
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chicago-faces-a-1-2-billion-budget-gap-for-2021-due-to-coronavirus-pandemic-11598912399
https://www.wsj.com/articles/retail-eviction-proceedings-pick-up-as-economy-restarts-11598952601?mod=hp_lead_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/american-delta-end-domestic-change-fees-11598906013
https://www.wsj.com/articles/california-enacts-eviction-moratorium-11598944854
https://www.wsj.com/articles/california-enacts-eviction-moratorium-11598944854
https://www.ft.com/content/7ca06b65-8008-4263-adca-1d2ef8df9c8f
https://www.wsj.com/articles/summer-fuel-demand-disappoints-challenging-economy-11598952601?mod=hp_lead_pos1
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EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Markit US Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 53.6 53.6 ***

10:00 ISM Manufacturing m/m Aug 54.8 54.2 **

10:00 ISM New Orders m/m Aug 61.5 **

10:00 ISM Prices Paid m/m Aug 54.0 53.2 **

10:00 ISM Employment m/m Aug 44.3 **

10:00 Construction Spending MoM m/m Jul 1.0% -0.7% **

Wards Total Vehicle Sales m/m Aug 14.95m 14.52m **

Speaker or event

13:00 Lael Brainard Speaks on the New Monetary Policy Framework

Fed Speakers or Events

Economic Releases

District or position

Member of the Board of Governors  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Caixin China PMI Manufacturing m/m Aug 53.1 52.8 52.5 *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

JAPAN Jobless Rate m/m Jul 2.9% 2.8% 3.0% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Job-To-Applicant Ratio m/m Jul 1.1 1.1 1.1 ** Equity and bond neutral

Capital Spending y/y 2Q -11.3% 0.1% -4.0% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Capital Spending Ex Software y/y 2Q -10.4% -1.4% -4.0% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

Company Profits y/y 2Q -46.6% -28.4% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Company Sales y/y 2Q -17.7% -7.5% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Jibun Bank Japan PMI Mfg m/m Aug 47.2 46.6 ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Sales y/y Aug -18.5% -20.4% ** Equity and bond neutral

India Eight Infrastructure Industries y/y Jul -10% -15.0% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Fiscal Deficit INR Crore m/m Jul 158986 196020 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

GDP y/y 2Q -23.9% 3.1% -18% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit India PMI Mfg m/m Aug 52 46 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Australia AiG Perf of Mfg Index m/m Aug 49.3 53.5 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Building Approvals m/m Jul 12.0% -4.9% -2.0% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

BoP Current Account Balance q/q 2Q A$17.7b A$8.4b A$13.0b ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Commodity Index SDR y/y Aug -9.2% -12.0% * Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand Building Permits m/m Aug -4.5% 0.5% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Europe

Eurozone Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 51.7 51.7 51.7 *** Equity and bond neutral

Unemployment Rate m/m Jul 7.9% 7.8% 8.0% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

CPI m/m Aug -0.4% -0.4% -0.1% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

France Markit France Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 49.8 49.0 49.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

Germany Markit/BME Germany Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 52.2 53.0 53.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

Unemployment Change (000's) m/m Aug -9.0k -18.0k -2.0k ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Unemployment Claims Rate SA m/m Aug 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Markit Italy Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 53.1 51.9 52.0 *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Unemployment Rate m/m Jul 9.7% 8.8% 9.1% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

UK Markit UK Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 55.2 55.3 55.3 *** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Markit Russia Manufacturing PMI m/m Aug 51.1 48.9 48.4 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Canada Building Permits m/m Jul -3.0% 6.7% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish  
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Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $45.84 $45.28 1.24% Demand Optimism

WTI $43.07 $42.61 1.08%

Natural Gas $2.65 $2.63 0.57%

Crack Spread $8.57 $8.52 0.55%

12-mo strip crack $10.45 $10.37 0.75%

Ethanol rack $1.52 $1.52 -0.16%

Gold $1,989.67 $1,967.80 1.11%

Silver $28.86 $28.14 2.54%

Copper contract $305.80 $306.15 -0.11%

Corn contract 353.50$       357.75$       -1.19%

Wheat contract 551.75$       552.25$       -0.09%

Soybeans contract 954.75$       953.50$       0.13%

Baltic Dry Freight 1488 1504 -16

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -2.0

Gasoline (mb) -3.6

Distillates (mb) -1.4

Refinery run rates (%) 6.25%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 24 25 -1 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 7 9 -2 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 17 15 2 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.72 0.71 0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -48 -48 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 4 5 -1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Down Down

euro Up Up

yen Up Up

pound Up Down

franc Up Up

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

RBA Cash Rate Target 0.250% 0.250% 0.250% On forecast

RBA 3-Yr Yield Target 0.250% 0.250% 0.250% On forecast
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for cooler temperatures for most of the country, 

with warmer temperatures throughout the East and West Coasts.  Dry conditions are expected 

throughout most of the country, with wet conditions expected in the eastern third.  There is a 

tropical depression moving along the Carolina coast.  
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

August 28, 2020 
 

As people think about the supplemental federal unemployment benefit of $600 per week that was 

in place through July, most would assume that if the total benefits exceed a person’s actual 

wages, they will choose to be unemployed instead of accepting employment. Anecdotal reports 

suggest that companies are running into this problem. In fact, Dallas FRB President Robert 

Kaplan, in an interview with Bloomberg’s Mike McKee, noted that he was hearing of this 

problem from his business contacts in the 11th Federal Reserve District. However, he also noted 

that there was little evidence in the data of this phenomena. So, why isn’t this seen in the data? 

The answer may have something to do with a person’s economic outlook. 

 

Accepting unemployment benefits, even with the added booster, may be a costlier choice than 

most people realize. Because employment benefits are temporary, people must weigh whether it 

is in their best interest to accept benefits with the opportunity cost of giving up work tenure and 

experience, even at lower compensation compared to not working. During an expansion, it might 

make sense to accept benefits, especially if it comes with a booster, as people would have an 

easier time finding work once the entitlements run out. However, the same is not true when an 

economy is in recession. 

 

In a recession, having a job provides workers a relatively reliable and potentially long-lasting 

source of income during a time of uncertainty. Unemployment benefits, particularly with the 

added booster, are not only temporary but are also subject to change. Hence, workers may be less 

receptive to generous benefits if they suspect that a job won’t be available when they need it. 

This dilemma may partially explain why many economists failed to find conclusive evidence in 

the data to suggest that getting rid of the added benefits would lead to lower unemployment.1, 2 

 

Our own research found evidence to suggest that the opposite may be true. Looking at the top 10 

states by the number of continuing claims, we found that unemployment benefits and the 

unemployment rate were inversely correlated. Thus, the more generous the benefits, the lower 

the unemployment rate. One possible explanation for this inverse relationship may be due to the 

fact that people who live in or near a megalopolis are more confident in finding new 

opportunities than people who don’t, hence people living in those areas are more likely to accept 

the benefit.  

 
1 https://tobin.yale.edu/sites/default/files/files/C-19%20Articles/CARES-UI_identification_vF(1).pdf 
2 https://www.wsj.com/articles/economists-vs-common-sense-11596398926  

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
https://www.dallasfed.org/news/Interviews/int200803
https://tobin.yale.edu/sites/default/files/files/C-19%20Articles/CARES-UI_identification_vF(1).pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/economists-vs-common-sense-11596398926
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The chart above shows the unemployment rate and the pandemic unemployment insurance 

replacement rate by state.3 The bubble size represents the amount of people receiving 

unemployment benefits. Eight of these 10 states, listed on the above graph, are the highest in 

population and the two that are not, New Jersey and Massachusetts, are near major population 

centers. It is possible that employment opportunities are better in these larger states. 

 

In no way are we arguing that higher unemployment benefits will lead to lower unemployment. 

In fact, the full chart,4 which includes all 50 states, clearly shows that the unemployment rate and 

the replacement rate are uncorrelated. However, this chart may be a reflection of workers’ 

unwillingness to turn down a job today when there is no guarantee that there will be a job in the 

future. 

 

This thesis is further supported by the jobs report. From May through July, the industries 

offering the lowest average weekly wage saw the biggest expansion in their respective payrolls.  

In fact, the two lowest-paying industries, “leisure and hospitality” and “retail trade,” accounted 

for nearly 60% of the jobs created in that time frame. Therefore, wages clearly aren’t being 

prioritized for those choosing to return to work. 

 

 
3 The pandemic unemployment insurance replacement rate is calculated by dividing the amount of insurance 
employment benefits plus the booster divided by the average weekly rate by state.  
4 Included in this week’s AAW chart book. 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/asset-allocation-weekly-chart-book/
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The chart above shows the average weekly earnings and the three-month change in employment 

by industry. The size of the bubble represents the employment level. With the exception of 

transportation and warehousing, every industry in which average weekly earnings were below 

the national average added more jobs than the industries in which average weekly earnings were 

above the national average. 
 

We are clearly in the midst of an anomalous event. As a result, things may not always be as they 

appear. If we were to push both charts to their logical conclusions, it would suggest that the key 

to bringing down the unemployment rate would be for the government to raise unemployment 

benefits to infinity and for employers to reduce wages to zero. That conclusion would clearly be 

absurd. That being said, it does suggest that lawmakers and policymakers alike should be 

cautious when deciding whether to scale back stimulus as it will likely have unknown and 

unintended consequences. Under normal circumstances, when jobs are easy to get, taking a break 

to collect outsized unemployment benefits might be an attractive option. But, if jobs are scarce, 

there is a risk to not returning to a job. Anecdotal evidence is true as far as it goes, but may not 

be generalizable, so policymakers should exercise care in shaping policy based on “what they are 

hearing.” The consensus among economists is that the supplemental benefit likely does more 

good than harm as it contributes to consumption spending.5 In summary, the costs of the higher 

supplement to unemployment insurance may be lower than generally believed in terms of 

discouraging employment, and it may have an outsized impact on consumption if it is reduced.   

 
5 https://www.wsj.com/articles/wsj-survey-benefits-of-extra-unemployment-aid-outweigh-work-disincentive-
11597327200?st=y030ojqt1zyug3h  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/wsj-survey-benefits-of-extra-unemployment-aid-outweigh-work-disincentive-11597327200?st=y030ojqt1zyug3h
https://www.wsj.com/articles/wsj-survey-benefits-of-extra-unemployment-aid-outweigh-work-disincentive-11597327200?st=y030ojqt1zyug3h
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 

purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation. The investment or strategy 

discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial circumstances. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 8/31/2020 close) 

 

-50.0% 0.0% 50.0%
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Industrials
Materials

Consumer Staples
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S&P 500
Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary

Technology

YTD Total Return

  
-2.5% -2.0% -1.5% -1.0% -0.5% 0.0% 0.5%

Energy

Materials

Industrials

Financials

Real Estate

Communication Services

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Staples

S&P 500

Healthcare

Utilities

Technology

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 8/31/2020 close) 

 

-20.0% -10.0% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0%

Real Estate

Commodities

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Mid Cap

Small Cap

Foreign Developed ($)

US High Yield

Emerging Markets ($)

Cash

Emerging Markets (local currency)

US Corporate Bond

Large Cap

US Government Bond
YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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Based on our methodology,6 the current P/E is 27.9x, up 0.2x from last week.  The rise in the 

multiple is due to the continued rise in the index and the inclusion of S&P’s operating earnings 

for Q2.  During the accumulation of earnings reports, we use Thomson/Reuters data from 

I/B/E/S, which tends to run higher than the data from S&P.   

 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
6 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one estimate (Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


